
TRION 740 TERRA 
TRAC - Tier 4

- Combine harvester with APS HYBRID

- Output 320 kW/435 hp (ECE R 120) - Tier 4, urea tank 100 l

- MULTICROP threshing unit, threshing drum width 1,420 mm, threshing drum diameter 600 mm

- ROTO PLUS secondary separation, rotor diameter 1 x 570 mm

- JET STREAM cleaning, electric sieve adjustment, 6-way turbine fan

- CEBIS control and display system



Details of the selected product

Option Description Price

Front Attachment Drive & Intake

MD_B06/0069 Front attachment drive XL, variable , cam clutch Standard

MD_B10/0230 + HP feeder housing - AUTO CONTOUR, belt, guide roller closed 4,861 USD

Separation & Cleaning

MD_C02/0122 APS threshing system - maize (19/19/19), PREMIUM LINE Standard

MD_C04/0058 Threshing drum drive, 2-stage - 180-450 / 400-1,050 rpm, man. Standard

MD_C03/0165 + Conversion Kit - PreConcave Soybeans, (12x40, smooth) 954 USD

MD_D10/0130 ROTO PLUS Standard 4/6 Standard

MD_E04/0041 JET STREAM cleaning, incl. 3D Standard

MD_E14/0040 Upper and lower sieve, CB22 Standard

Grain Tank & Unloading Auger Tube

MD_F02/0321 Grain tank 12,000 litres, PREMIUM LINE Standard

MD_F06/0245 Grain tank unloading tube 4XL, Ø 330 mm, PREMIUM LINE Standard

MD_F08/0082 Grain tank unloading 130 l/s, PREMIUM LINE Standard

Straw Management

MD_G02/0497 + Power spreader grain/maize - SPECIAL CUT, PREMIUM LINE 20,361 USD

MD_G08/0016 + Straw chopper drive for power spreader - Comfort Plus 0 USD

Chassis & Tyres

MD_N02/0622 Drive axle M W TERRA TRAC - electrohydraulic shift Standard

MD_N04/0005 Auxiliary wheels for crawler track unit Standard

MD_N08/0920 + POWER TRAC steering drive axle M, adjustable 35,054 USD

MD_N10/0476 Steering axle tyres 710/60 R30 x 275 IMP, 8-hole Standard

Cabin & Comfort

MD_Q10/0130 + Premium seat - leather, air-suspended 5,204 USD

MD_Q03/0320 + Roller sun blinds for side windows 0 USD

MD_Q03/0240 + Radio sound system, incl. subwoofer 0 USD

MD_Q12/0140 + Work lighting LED - Premium incl. long-range work light 3,154 USD



Operator Assistance Systems

MD_E10/0030 GRAINMETER incl. returns volume measurement with CEBIS display Standard

MD_Q15/0110 + CEMOS AUTOMATIC - CRUISE PILOT 5,329 USD

MD_Q15/0035 CEMOS AUTOMATIC - demo version 50h Standard

MD_Q15/0060 CEMOS AUTOMATIC - AUTO CROP FLOW Standard

MD_Q07/0360 + Camera - rear, display on terminal 1,527 USD

MD_Q07/0390 + Camera - grain tank unloading tube, PROFI CAM display 1,483 USD

MD_Q07/0392 + Camera screen - PROFI CAM 1,348 USD

MD_Q13/0202 Steering interface ready Standard

MD_Q13/0173 + AgLeader prepared 6,741 USD

Data Management

MD_Q36/0050 Machine connect licence – 5 years Standard

MD_Q08/0011 QUANTIMETER yield measurement Standard

MD_Q09/0198 CLAAS Remote Service inc. five-year licence Standard

Additional Equipment

MD_P03/0039 + Cold-start system 158 USD

MD_P02/2075 Cummins L 9 - 320 kW/435 hp (Stage V) Standard

MD_S04/0010 + Tool box standard 521 USD

Total List Price1 760,871 USD

MAXI CARE

MC_CON/2908 Protect 1+2 years 400 hr/yr (1200 hr) / ded./exc. 250 USD
- Individual warranty extension
- Costs covered as in a standard warranty case
- CLAAS ORIGINAL spare parts, operating materials and lubricants
- Includes labour costs
- Includes an excess, depending on the type of contract
- Optionally extendable

13,239 USD

+ MAXI CARE Includes an extended warranty.
1 13,239 USD



CLAAS Code: CT5447DU
With the CLAAS code, you can call up your configuration in the configurator at a later time
or retrieve it again at your CLAAS sales partner. Please note that the code may lose its
validity in case of changes to the product range or the price list.

1) All prices shown are recommended prices of CLAAS KGaA mbH for authorised CLAAS sales partners and are exclusive of applicable VAT, packaging and freight costs. The
configuration is merely intended as non-binding general information. Please contact a CLAAS sales partner for a specific offer, additional details and comprehensive consultancy. Prices
are subject to changes. Errors excepted.

2) The CLAAS code refers to a stored configuration, which can be retrieved from the configurator. If you generate a PDF file, for example, the configuration is saved anonymously at the
same time. CLAAS sales partners can load this configuration using the CLAAS code and provide further consultancy to you. Please note that the code may expire if the product range or
price list is updated.

3) The machines shown feature some optional equipment that is subject to additional costs and differs from your personal configuration. The configuration is merely intended as non-
binding general information and cannot replace comprehensive, individual consultancy for a purchase decision. The technical features and equipment shown for the configured machine
are merely examples, and such features and equipment may be subject to country-specific variations, above all. The right to make modifications at any time is reserved. Please always
consult your CLAAS authorised dealer or importer as the sole source of binding, current information on our vehicles’ technical features, equipment or properties.

All information is based on local market characteristics.


